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l.INTRODUCTION 
Production of an electron-positron pair by a 

set of fast charged particlea which do not inter- 
act with each other but which do undergo mul- 
tiple elastic scattering by randomly positioned 
atoms of the medium with dielectric permeabil- 
ity is studied. On basic of a systematic kinetic 
analysis of process of emisson of photons in a 
medium the cross-section of the pair production 
of these particles ie calculated. 

Z.STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM. 
We conaider the system of charged ultrare la- 

tivietic (EM > m+) claaaically fast ( .ZZp > w is 
a radiation frequency ) particles which do not 
interact with each other ( E,, mr, e,, are the 
energy, the mase and the charge of the parti- 
cle, h = c = 1 ), These particles enter a ho 
mogeneous, semi-infinite, amorphous scatter- 
ing medium with a permeability C(W). In the 
initial period, t = 0, particles are located in the 
points &, r’oz . . . , ?& , and are the velocity 
501, cooa,..., GOON, which are equal to 
v,, = [l - (mp/E,,)z]1~2. They are directed at 
angles18,/<l(~=l,...,N-isthenumber 
of the particles ) to the e’, vector ( vector of the 
inward normal to the boundary of the medium 
). Let the characterietic longitudinal size of the 
beam L be such that Lvo < T ( the time when 
the particles move in the medium). 

3.SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM, 
In the case of ultrarelativietic charged par- 

ticles the cross-section of pair production may 
be calculated by the method of “equivalent pho- 

tons” [l]. The latter consists in the substitution 
of virtual photons which iB in the process of 
pair production by the real photons emitted by 
the bunch of initial particles. If interaction of 
the emitted photons with atoms of a scattering 
medium ier negligible the croea-section of pair 
production dC which is summed over all condi- 
tions of an electron and a positron is given by 
the expression: 

dX= gel-per ’ g(w) ’ h 01 

In formulae (1) ue[-por is the well-known cross- 
Bection of pair production by an individual pho- 
ton with energy w [l], g(w) is the number of 
photone per unit range of frequency. In the c-e 
when the energy of a photon w more greater 
then a masir of an electron me the crose-section 
get-p08 is [I]: 
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where T, ie the classical radius of an electron 
which is equal to e2/m, (e is the charge of an 
electron), a is the constant of fine structure. 

The the number of photons per unit range of 
frequency Q( w emitted by the set these parti- ) 
cles is 
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where g is the wave vector of the radiation 
field, dRd is an, element of solid angle in the 
direction ii = E/k;k = WC’/~(W),~;(~ + r) + 
r’&; ?P(t)i-?oP; ~P(fSr); G”(f) are radius vectors 
and the velocities of the particles at the time 
t + 7 and t respectively, T is the time scale of 
the radiation formation (the coherence time), 
and the t is the time at which the radiation is 
emitted. 

To calculate the observed density of photons 
emitted by the particles in the medium, g(w), 
we must average expression (1) over all possi- 
ble trajectories of the particles in the acatter- 
ing matter [Z]. To solve this problem it is nec- 
essary to find 131 t wotime distribution func- 
tion of the particles in a scattering medium. 
In the case of ultrarelativistic classically fast 
particles the solution of the problem is deter- 
mined by the Fourier component of this func- 
tion F;(Gfi; v’, , t, 7): 

p$lepev Jdnd JdGp JdC ]dt Ttdi 
, = 0 0 

x exp[-zwT + *Z(?& - TOY)] 

’ [G x iy[Z x i7J 
> 

F&;G”,t,T), 

(4) 

The function Fz(v’,; GV;,, t, r) satisfies to the 
following equations and the initial condition [3]: 

8Fg(v’,;v’,,t,7) 
87 
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Fi(iIp;iTv,O,o) = 6(+- 4-p) ’ S(c’- &) 

zfl = U&) * E 4 [E,, ’ U(s’)]--” 

where q is the average square of multiple scat- 
tering angle for a positron per unit of path [4], 

qL(i% qb; Wh E correspond to the Fourier 
component of the potential of interaction with 
the atom of a medium and the energy for the 
particles which number is p and for the positron 
respecti vely; 3 and <angle vectors which are 
connected with Cfi(vT and GP (c) by the ordinary 
formulae of the theory of multiple scattering in 
a amorphous medium [4]. 

4.RESULTS. 
The theory of electron-positron pair produc- 

tion by the set of ultrarelativistic charged par- 
ticles which are scattered multiple elastic in a 
amorphous medium is developed. The cross 
section of the production of electron-positron 
pairs by these particles is obtained.The cross- 
section depends essentially on both the charac- 
teristics of the initial bunch of ultrarelativistic 
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